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THE RESULTS OF INNOVATION:
#1 – Making things SMALLER
or “I love it when we make things fit on the head of a pin”
There is no doubt British companies which have
been involved in R&D and those which turn out
to be hugely successful are linked. However,
there are those who do not recognise that even
improving a product for market by making it
cheaper, faster, smaller, larger or more efficient
could count as R&D, and as such, qualify for a
generous tax benefit.
For a number of years now the pressure has been on consumer
goods manufacturers to continually reduce the size of finished
goods: just look at how small your latest mobile phone is compared
with your first “Nokia brick”…
The constant demand for products with increased functionally
AND decreased size and weight, generates its own pressures
and challenges for the designers and engineers charged with the
arduous task of “making things fit on a pinhead”!
This might sound like a simple enough task, but in reality, it creates
a number of uncertainties requiring serious effort to resolve. To
many of the engineers involved, these challenges are simply part of
their daily “problem solving routine”. However to the rest of us, they
are a testimony to the power of innovation, and the result of some
significant research and development work.

Big challenges for miniature results
At its most basic level, there is the tricky challenge of designing the
components themselves and configuring layouts to reduce the space
occupied, whilst maintaining performance and functionality. The
redesign and miniaturisation of components can create a demand for
new manufacturing techniques and the use of new materials, involving
computer-based modelling and/or iterative prototyping.
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“
Jumpstart were able to
uncover R&D projects in
areas we were completely
unaware of, and I wish we
had known about them
years ago!
I would recommend every
manufacturing company
in Scotland to consider
contacting Jumpstart for
advice on R&D as I reckon
many will be pleasantly
surprised with the results.

| ALLAN MCDONNELL
| MANAGING DIRECTOR
| JOHN WATSON & CO
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In some instances, it can require the integration of components : e.g.
developing one component which may perform the functions of a
number of obsolete components.
Increasing the concentration of electronic componentry in a confined
area can generate a build-up in heat and electromagnetic fields,
leading to overheating or electromagnetic interference, both of which
could have disastrous results on the performance and life expectancy
of products.
The challenge for designers and engineers is finding out how to
develop layouts to aid cooling, through freeing up air flow and
dissipating heat, whilst at the same time creating a modular design
to disrupt and obstruct the EM fields being created in working
components. These days this process is eased by the use of
computer-aided design, which allows engineers to model airflows
and predict the impact of shields on EM forces, reducing (but not
negating) the need for prototyping and testing.
Another facet of resolving the issue of heat build-up and EM
interference would be experimenting with new materials, to carry heat
away from the core of a component toward the surface or to act as a
partial barrier reducing the impact of EM forces. The experimentation
with, and appropriation of, new materials in advancing circuitry or
enhancing structural integrity of thinner enclosure walls.

The “cherry on the cake” of R&D
The interesting thing, is that all of the above work undertaken to
deliver smaller, more compact products is likely to be eligible for
R&D tax relief and could net the companies behind our incredible
shrinking devices significant funding to inject back in to their
companies, and accelerate future innovation and business growth.
TALK TO JUMPSTART IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT HOW YOU COULD LEVERAGE FUNDS BACK IN TO YOUR
BUSINESS THROUGH CLAIMING R&D TAX RELIEF ON YOUR
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.

There is no substitute for experience and expertise. Experience gained
through years of daily involvement in putting together thousands
of successful R&D tax claims. Expertise built through a detailed
programme of training and study, maintained and regularly enhanced.
JUMPSTART YOUR R&D TAX CLAIM TODAY.
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